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ABSTRACT: Through theoretical analysis and simulation by finite element, a design method of sand pile truck
escape ramp is proposed, and two kinds of sand pile types, continuous type and sub-type, are established. By
analyzing the variations of speed, acceleration and blocking distance of vehicles, an optimal configuration of sand pile
truck escape ramp is gained. Besides, through field tests, the applicability of the proposed design method of sand pile
truck escape ramp is verified. The simulation result shows that the combined effect of the blocking effectiveness, the
protection for vehicles and personnel, and construction of sub-type truck escape ramp is optimal which meets the
requirements of usability and safety of truck escape ramp.
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INTRODUCTION

As a road design measure to improve traffic safety, the truck escape ramp can effectively separate runaway vehicles
from the mainline traffic flow to avoid interference of the main line and make vehicles decelerate and stop safely and
smoothly. Besides, it can also prevent serious accidents caused by brake failures of vehicles on the long continuous
downhill roads and reduce the probability of accidents caused by runaway vehicles. The truck escape ramp is mainly
applicable to roads where there are more trucks [1, 2]. Currently, the truck escape ramp highway is mostly researched
and applied in European and American countries [3, 4], especially in the United States. However, research on truck
escape ramp in China is still in its infancy, and there is no uniform design standard of it. Besides, there are some
problems of existing emergency lanes, such as the short length, unreasonable blocking device setting, which may
cause vehicles run out of emergency lanes and lead to secondary traffic accidents [2, 5-7]. Therefore, for the use of
performance and safety requirements for truck escape ramp, it is of great economic and social significance to research
the design methods, structure and actual results of truck escape ramp to make up the deficiency of domestic research
on truck escape ramp and improve the Cof highway lane hedge and traffic safety.

The design of truck escape ramp is based on terramechanics and other related theories, the principle of which is to
block the runaway vehicle by resistance. The tyre-ground mechanical characteristics of soft ground such as sand and
soil is complex. Gu liang demonstrated the relationship of stress and strain of sand through shear performance test and
triaxial test [8]. Li Jianqiao studied traction characteristics between rigid-wheel and soil based on terramechanics and
researched on the wheel subsidence problem [9, 10]. Sun Beibei established the rigid and elastic wheels of the tire-soil
contact models based on the Bekker pressure model and the Jonasi shear soil model, and simulated the interaction of
truck and soil by Admas-Matlab co-simulation [11]. Xu he studied the factors of driving process of autonomous
wheeled mobile robots (AWMR) in rough terrain, analyzed the relationship among wheel slippage, rotation angle,
sinkage and wheel radius, and obtained a mechanical model between wheel-terrain on dry sandy terrain [12]. Setting
up method of truck escape ramp was preliminarily studied by Li Yingchun, and the location problem was also studied
by Li Chao. Zhang Shibo researched 3D model of the runaway process of vehicles by accident reconstruction
software PC-Crash, analyzed the slop, length, and arrester bed, and reconstructed the escaping process [13, 14].

In this paper, based on the rut theory and ground mechanics theory, the mechanical characteristic of wheels is
analyzed and the design method of sand pile type truck escape ramp is also proposed. Besides, by using finite element
analysis software LS-DYNA, the models of sand pile type truck escape ramp of continuous type and sub-type are
established and variations of speed, acceleration and blocking distance of vehicles in the above two forms are
analyzed. Through simulation, the optimal configuration of sand pile type truck escape ramp is gained. And through
field tests, the applicability of the proposed sand pile type truck escape ramp design methods and structures are
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analyzed in order to provide theoretical and technical basis for the application of sand pile type truck escape ramp in
highway engineering.

FORCE ANALYSIS OF A WHEEL

Vehicles traveling on the sandy roads are subjected to certain blocking force, and the size of the force of a wheel is
directly related to the depression depth. The greater the depth is, the greater the size of the force is, and the larger the
role of the sandpile on wheel.

Analysis on the Depth of Vehicle Stuck to Sandy Road

Figure 1 illustrates the forces between wheel and road surface when a vehicle moves on the soft road, where KP the
load of wheel, F is the horizontal traction. The actual rut depth is 21H hh  [15], where 1h is the depth of
pavement pressed by wheel, and 2h is the recovery deformation. While the wheel presses into the soil, the soil
produces certain radial force on the rim.

According to rut theory [16, 17], the rut depth on the soft road is calculated as following:
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where D is the wheel diameter, B is the wheel width,  is the conversion factor which is related to the wheel
pressure and ' , ' is soil bearing capacity factor which is the radial reaction force of soil on the rim when z is
equal to 1 cm,  is related to characteristic of soil and its value is between 0.34 to 0.98.

Wheel Force Analysis

While vehicle move on the sandy road, the wheel consumes the energy of the vehicle by the force of sand soil [18].
The forces are mainly compaction resistance, shear resistance and slip resistance.

Figure.2 illustrates the force characteristic of the wheel in sand. The wheel is forced by sandy soil and the forces are
radial normal stress and shear stress. The compaction resistance is the component of normal stress in the horizontal
direction, shear resistance is the component of shear stress in the horizontal direction, and slip resistance is the
resistance generated during the relative sliding between wheel and sand.

Figure 1. The forces between wheel and road surface. Figure 2. The force characteristic of the wheel in sand.

The compaction resistance is the resistance force generated by the deformation of sand while the sandy surface is
compacted by wheel moving on the sandy road. The compaction resistance is related to the depth of the wheel rut,
while it is assumed that it is only by the radial reaction force that the wheel is forced by soil.

According the force balance equation, the compaction resistance is calculated as:

  0

0
sinRBF


 dN (2)
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The shear resistance of the wheel is generated by soil-cutting [19] when wheel rolling on sandy road. According to
Janosi shear stress - shear displacement formula, the shear stress of the outer rim by the soil [20-22] is calculated as:

     kjec /1]tan[   (3)

where   is the normal stress [23, 24], j is the shear displacement [25].

)sin(sin)( 00   rj (4)

The shearing force of the wheel outer edge can be calculated by integrating:
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The relative sliding of the wheel and sand when wheel sliding on the sandy road may lead to certain sliding friction
and the resistance force will increase relatively. The friction according to Formula (3) or Formula (4) is calculated in
no slip-type. However, in the actual process, the additional resistance can be approximated by sliding friction:

fdNS dF (6)

where f is the sliding friction coefficient, dN is normal stress per unit area.

Through integrating formula (6) within the range of 0 , friction between wheel and the contact portion can be
calculated as :

   0

0
F


 drbffdNS (7)

DESIGN METHODS OF TRUCK SAND PILE ESCAPE RAMP BLOCKING

The main part of the truck escape ramp is blocking sand pile constituted of sand material. When a vehicle with brake
failure enters into blocking sand pile of the truck escape ramp, the kinetic energy of the vehicle will be transformed
into other forms of energy by the vehicle overcoming the braking damping of sand pile, thus the speed of the runaway
vehicle will be reduced [26].

The potential energy of the runaway does not change in the horizontal truck escape ramp, and it is mostly the braking
damping of sand pile that stops the runaway vehicle. Therefore, other forms of energy conversion will not be
considered in analysis. According to energy conservation law, it can be known:

2
0 n

1 F L F L F L F
2 n N N S Smv L    

(8)

where nF is the drag for each wheel, nL is the acting distance of corresponding force, F  is the resistance
produced on the blocking sand pile, L  is the acting distance of corresponding force in wheel rolling.

Because the compact resistance and shear resistance are horizontal forces, the acting distance of the two kinds of
forces is the moving distance of vehicle. The slip resistance is a tangential force to the wheel, and its acting distance is
the relative sliding distance between wheel and sand. Assume wheel transfer rate is s, then:

L
LLs




(9)

where L is the theoretical rolling distance under the circumstance of no relative siding between wheel and sand.
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where K is the safety factor the value of which generally takes 1.25. L is the minimum length of the blocking sand
pile.

The length of blocking sand pile can be gained by substituting formula (3), (5) and formula (7) into formula (10):
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FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS ON CONFIGURATION OF SAND PILE

The structure model of truck escape ramp is established by finite element software LS-DYNA, and the process of sand
pile blocking vehicle is also simulated to obtain the optimal configuration of blocking sand pile.

Finite Element Modeling

The basic unit is m-kg-s in the model, and the solid elements SOLID164 is adopted for simulation of wheel and sand
pile [27]. It is assumed that the same material is homogeneous and isotropic. Since the elastic properties of the soil
medium may differ at different points, the average elastic modulus will be adopted for simulation. Besides, the wheel
is linear elastomer and hub is rigid body. It is also assumed that soil subgrade and sand pile are made up of DP-based
material ideal elastic-plastic material following the Drucker-Prager yield criterion.

To ensure the selected material consistent with the actual material and make the simulation result closer to the actual
situation, corresponding materials for simulation are firstly selected. The selected simulated materials and the
corresponding parameters are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of main selected materials for simulation.

Density

(kg/m3)

Elastic

modulus (Pa)

Shear modulus

(Pa)

Poisson’

ratio

Angle of internal

friction (o)

Cohesion

(N)

*MAT_RIGID(hub) 4000 112.07 10 — 0.30 — —

*MAT_ELASTIC(wheel) 2000 10104.07 — 0.45 — —

*MAT_DRUCKER_ PRAGER

(soil surface)
— — 10100.8 0.35 35 80.15 10

*MAT_DRUCKER_

PRAGER(blocking sand)
— — 8100.249 0.30 35 1000

To improve computational efficiency and accuracy, the finite element mesh in three-dimensional solid model is as
close to cube grid as possible [28]. In order to have more opportunities to adjust to the material model, the size of the
calculation is minimized as much as possible in the absence of the dynamic performance parameters of materials for
blocking sand pile, and much time is spent on recognizing and understanding the physical phenomena. Besides, a free
boundary is established during modeling process.

Uniform grid is applied for sand pile and the grid for computational model is cubic. The unit size is 0.1 m. It is tried
best to make the grid size of wheel approximate that of sand pile. Full constraint is made for soil surface, therefore the
soil surface and blocking sand pile are relatively immobile. The established models of continuous type and sub-type
sand pile are illustrated in Figure 3 and Figure 7.

Analysis on Simulation Results
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During simulation, the vehicle bumps three different forms of sand pile with the initial velocity 20 m/s. Figure 4 to
Figure 6 are simulation results of velocity, acceleration and blocking distance in the continuous type configuration
(Configuration I). Figure 8 to Figure 10 are simulation results of velocity, acceleration and blocking distance in the
sub-type configuration (Configuration II). Figure 12 to Figure 14 are simulation results of velocity, acceleration and
blocking distance in the traditional form of sand pits (Configuration III).

As can be seen from Figure 4, after contacting the sand pile, the velocity of wheel reduces quickly, its kinetic energy
runs out shortly and the vehicle stops finally. Figure 5 demonstrates that the deceleration increases rapidly in contact
with the sand pile and then decreases to zero indicating that the blocking effect of sand pile is significant and can
quickly generate a great blocking resistance. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the wheel stops after traveling 2 m in
the sand pile.

Figure 3. Configuration I of blocking sand pile. Figure 4. Velocity in configuration I.

Figure 5. Acceleration in configuration I. Figure 6. Blocking distance in configuration I.

Figure 7. Configuration Ⅱ of blocking sand. Figure 8. Velocity inconfiguration Ⅱ.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the velocity of wheel attenuates stepwise. The velocity decreases quickly in contact
with sand pile, whereas the velocity decreases slowly in the soil area relatively. It also can be known from Figure 9
that the acceleration jumps stepwise and the deceleration increases rapidly in contact with the sand pile. From Figure
10, we know that the blocking distance is 3.8 m and the actual distance in contact with sand pile is 2.5 m. Comparing
Figure 7, Figure 9 and Figure 10 with Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6, we know that the blocking effect of
configuration Ⅱ is similar with that of configuration I and its slowing effect is gentler slightly than that of
configuration I.

Besides, the instant decelerations in configuration I and Ⅲ are both great, thus the instant impact is also great.

However, in the design of blocking sand pile, should it not only be taken into account to stop the runaway vehicle
smoothly, but also the protection for the accident vehicle and driver to minimize the impact on driver during the
blocking process. Considering the blocking effect of the sand pile on vehicles, protection for vehicle and personnel
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and building problem, configuration II is the optimal configuration of blocking sand pile through computational
simulation.

Figure 9. Acceleration inconfiguration Ⅱ. Figure 10. Blocking distance inconfiguration Ⅱ.

Figure 11. ConfigurationⅢ of blocking sand pile. Figure 12. Velocity inconfiguration
Ⅲ.

Figure 13. Acceleration inconfiguration Ⅲ. Figure 14. Blocking distance inconfiguration Ⅲ.

ANALYSIS ON APPLICABILITY AND BLOCKING EFFECTIVENESS OF SUB-TYPE SAND TRUCK ESCAPE
RAMP

To verify the feasibility and applicability of former design method, the actual blocking effectiveness is verified
through field test. This test was conducted by airport construction engineering department of air force engineering
university in Baoji Fengxiang airport from July 20 to august 10 2011. Sub-type sand pile is adopted as the
fundamental configuration in the test. Main test equipment are consisted of loaded car, speedometer and related
construction equipment, etc.

Test Condition

The sand material of the test is the local sand, and its related parameters are as follows: water content is zero, soil
subsidence index ck =0.95kN/ 1nm , soil sticky friction modulus k =1528.43kN/mn+2, the soil cohesion modulus
c =1.04kPa, internal friction angle  =28°, the elastic modulus E =64.74MPa, shear deformation G =24.9MPa,
parameter =0.75, soil bearing capacity coefficient  =0.4MPa, fineness modulus is 2.59, graded area is 2.
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To ensure the safety of the driver, the speed of vehicle should not be too large in the test, thus hkmv /50 . The
parameters of loaded car are as follows: t11m  , mD 1 , mB 2.0 , body height off ground is 0.5 m, front and rear
load distribution is 23:77, Front and rear track is 6 m, slip rate between wheel and dry sand is 23%.

Test Procedure

For the speed of vehicle is not high in the test, only two blocking sand piles were constructed. The dimensions of the
blocking sand pile are 2m × 4m × 0.5m (L × W × H). The heavy vehicle is used to simulate the situation of brake
failure. The blocking effectiveness was observed and the relevant data was recorded. The test process is illustrated in
Figure 15.

Little speed test, just set the two arresting sand pile, its, in order to simulate the actual load of the vehicle brake failure
case, Blocking effect was, record. During the test shown in Figure 11.

Figure 15. Vehicles blocking test.

Test Results and Analysis

According to rut theory, rut depth is: frontH 0.27m , H 0.41mrear  .

Data of rut depth and blocking distance was recorded during the test, and average data of each test was calculated to
compare with theoretical value as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison between test data of blocking effectiveness and theoretical value.

value H front Hrear L front Lrear

Theoretical value 0.27m 0.41m 12.4m 6.4m

Test value(average) 0.29m 0.38m 13.5m 7.5m

By comparing data in Table 2, it is known that the experimental values and theoretical values are approximate as
means that the above method can meet the requirement of design.

CONCLUSIONS

In the view of current deficiencies of design and application of truck escape ramp in our country, the truck escape
ramp based on sand pile is proposed and a design method based on terramechanics is also established in this paper.
Through the finite element analysis software LS-DYNA, the models of sand pile type truck escape ramp of
continuous type and sub-type are established. Besides, the process of sand pile blocking vehicle is simulated, and
variations of speed, acceleration and blocking distance of vehicles are also analyzed. Furthermore, the applicability
and effectiveness of the proposed design method of sand pile truck escape ramp are verified through field tests. Firstly,
through establishing the design model by terramechanics related theories, the obtained characteristics curves of speed
and acceleration by simulation well reflect the motion characteristics of tire in sand. Based on the analysis of the
motion characteristics of tire in sand, the blocking effect of traditional and sub-type truck escape ramp were analyzed
respectively. The blocking process of traditional truck escape ramp will generate a huge impact which may easily
cause huge damage to runaway vehicles and personnel. However, the blocking process of sub-type truck escape ramp
reduces the impact about 1/2 comparing with the continuous truck escape ramp through dispersing the impact of by
the blocking process and achieving slowing effect by blocking and shocking effect repeatedly [29]. In summary, the
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design theory of sub-type sand pile can meet the design requirements of blocking runaway vehicles and sub-type sand
pile truck escape ramp can stop runaway vehicles effectively and smoothly.
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